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CCSS Shifts

• Content integration

• Conceptual units (vs. thematic units)

• Student inquiry to uncover content using ELA 

process-tools

• High student engagement consistent with 

research on high-progress literacy classrooms

• Teaching for independence

• Purposeful, authentic performance assessment
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Shared Reading Experiences
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Challenge: What are we Trying to Teach 

Anyway?

“Let’s not get confused here that [the 

CCSS] are adding back nice things [history, 

arts, science] that are an addendum to 

literacy. We are adding the cornerstones of 

literacy, which are the foundations of 

knowledge, that make literacy happen.”

David Coleman
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• Learning from text requires persistence, care, 

time, and much rereading and study. 

• Must dispel the notion that “good” readers 

are able to read through something once and 

“get it.”

Challenge: Long-held beliefs about reading and 

how readers read
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Reading/Research/Writing Workshop
Sample Schedule for Reading/Writing/Research Workshop

8:00-8:15 Shared Reading

8:15-8:25 ELA Mini lesson

8:25-9:10 Independent reading, writing, and                     
research; teacher works with small 
groups or individuals

9:10-9:20 ELA Mini lesson

9:20-9:50 Independent reading, writing, and                    
research; teacher works with small 
groups or individuals

9:50-10:00 Sharing

10:00-10:15 Read along (content development) 
or content development lesson

10:15-10:45 Independent reading, writing, and                    
research; teacher works with small 
groups or individuals
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Formative Assessment Examples

• Formative performance assessment…?

– Review of students’ notes pages, research notebooks: look for 
specific characteristics using a collaborative rubric…

– Students will be able to talk from their notes to present ideas in 
collaborative discussions with peers

– Students will cite examples from texts in their discussions

• Or formative check point assessment…?

– Students prepare a 1-2 minute talk about one of the intolerable 
acts, explaining the act and how it contributed to unrest in the 
colonies 

– Rubric to evaluate content and speaking/listening

• In either case, instruction must teach students toward 
these performance tasks and students must be reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening toward these tasks
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Day 3 Overview

• Literary Content Unit: Historical Fiction 

• Classroom Structures to Scaffold Learning: 

HPLC Implementation Rubric L2

• Spiraling Curriculum: How teaching and 

learning must change over time

• CCSS Shifts

• Exit Conversations

• Certificates of Participation
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Day 3 Take-Aways

• Resources and activities to use with teachers and 
leaders in your district

• Develop an understanding about close reading 
within literary content units in CCSS classrooms

• Supporting close reading and research in complex 
informational text

• How the CCSS increase in sophistication across 
grades

• Identifying and supporting the shifts students, 
teachers, and leaders will need to make to fully 
implement CCSS
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ELA CONTENT UNITS OF STUDY

Module 10
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ELA Content: Genre Studies

Drama

Poetry

Mythology

Narrative 

Fantasy

Historical fiction

Opinion

Persuasion

Argument
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Tackling Complex Texts: 

Historical Fiction
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Literary Content

• What historical fiction (HF) is

• How authors write a piece of 
HF

• Be able to recognize and 
separate historical fact from 
the fiction—develop content 
knowledge about period of 
history 

• Research practices, taking 
notes, can analyze and 
critique HF against factual 
information 

• Accurate historic information 
woven into a narrative short 
HF

ELA

• Specific process 
goals

• Prior learning

• Look fors

• Products

Student 

Content

Inquiry 

and 

Student 

Work
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Content

• Specific content 

understandings

• Prior learning

• Look fors

• Products

ELA Processes: Literary

• Process Goals: How to

• Read closely to construct 
sense of time and place in 
HF and distinguish factual 
info from an author’s 
construction

• Take and organize notes 
across multiple texts

• Read descriptive writing and 
write descriptively

• Prior learning: Conduct short 
research projects, gather 
relevant information

• Look fors: read slowly, reread, 
take notes, organize notes 

• Products: Write a short piece 
of historical fiction 

Student 

Content

Inquiry 

and 

Student 

Work
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CCSS ELA Fourth Grade  

Reading Literature

1) Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining 
what the text says explicitly and when drawing 
inferences from the text.

3) Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a 
story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text.

10) By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

literature in the grades 4-5 text complexity band 

proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high

end of the range. 
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CCSS ELA Fourth Grade

Speaking and Listening

1) Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 

teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 

topics and texts, building on others’ ideas 

and expressing their own clearly.
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Gather Materials: Historical Fiction
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Mini-Lesson Examples

• What are the characteristics of historical fiction?

• How do authors use characters to help us better 
understand time and place?

• How do authors weave historical facts into a 
storyline? 

• How do we separate historical fact from historical 
fiction?

• How do authors create a sense of another time 
and place?
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Toliver’s Secret

Esther Wood Brady
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Mini-lesson: Move slowly, especially at the 

beginning of a new text

• How did our close, slow reading, rereading 
and questioning help us to 

– Enter into the lives of these characters? 

– Begin to develop a sense of time and place?

– Begin to understand the context?

• So what we are learning is that any time we 
begin reading a new piece (literary or 
informational) we go slowly. We read, reread, 
question, and think deeply. 
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Independent Reading

(Accelerated Version!)

• Get in your book groups

• Together, determine a stopping point (3-5 

pages)

• Independently read using the first few 

generative questions to move slowly through 

the beginning of the text: read closely

• Talk briefly in your book group about the first 

few pages of the book
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Mini-lesson 2: Building on what we know

• How did the information you are learning in our 
social studies unit help you to understand the 
text so far? 

• How is the story adding to your understanding of 
the information you are learning in our research 
on the causes of the revolution?

• “What we learn in one area of our lives helps us 
to understand other things as they come up. As 
readers, it is important for us to always be 
thinking about how other things we are learning 
help us better understand the ideas in texts.”
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Beyond “making connections”
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Mini-lesson 3: How do authors paint a picture of another 

time and place? (Students locate examples in the text)
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Independent Reading

(Accelerated Version!)

Students read independently, and as 

appropriate, lift specific examples to show how 

the author creates a sense of time and place. 
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Share Time

Book groups share what they have discerned 

about the setting by bringing and sharing 

specific examples from their texts (marked with 

sticky notes)
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Literary Content
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• Products
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• Products
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Possible Performance Task(s) for 

Researching/Writing: 

• Students write a historical short story 
incorporating the characteristics of a historical 
fiction and facts gleaned from their research 
on the Revolutionary War

• Students write an editorial protesting one or 
more of the Intolerable Acts

• Students write an editorial from the point of 
view of a loyalist protesting the actions of the 
colonists 
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CLASSROOM STRUCTURES TO 

SCAFFOLD LEARNING

Module 11

HPLC Implementation Level 2: Thoughtful 

Implementation of Instructional Strategies
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Challenge: Scaffolds must lead to 

INDEPENDENCE

• Meant to support 
readers as they are 
constructing new 
strategies and 
processes for 
mounting increased 
challenges. 

• Are to be removed 
once that construction 
is complete. 
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Independence: Teaching with the End in Mind 

Requires:

• Always working toward 
independence 

• Active plans for how we 
gradually remove 
supports 

• Clear vision of what the 
independent reader of 
grade-appropriate texts is 
able to do 

• Clear idea of what to 
expect and look for as a 
result of our teaching 
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Planning and Teaching with the End in Mind

Young 2012
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• Learning from text requires persistence, care, 

time, and much rereading and study. 

• Must dispel the notion that “good” readers 

are able to read through something once and 

“get it.”

Challenge: Long-held beliefs about reading and 

how readers read
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HPLC Implementation Rubric: 

Four Levels

• Level 1: Managing Classrooms for Engaged 

Reading and Writing: Foundations

• Level 2: Thoughtful Implementation of 

Instructional Strategies

• Level 3: Contextual Elements: the teacher

• Level 4: Refining Expectations, Environment, 

and Instruction for Meaningful Progress: deep 

implementation
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Level 2 of the HPLC Rubric: 

A Close Reading

Purpose:

• Identify understandings

• Deepen understandings 

• Raise questions about this part of the rubric
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Close Reading (10 min.)

• Learning from a text requires 

– Moving through it thoughtfully

– Reading, rereading, turning back

– Making notations

– Raising questions

• Read and reread each item
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Independent Synthesis of Level 2 of HPLC 

Implementation Rubric (5 min.)

• Identify 3-4 key ideas and points that you feel 

are essential to getting students to be highly 

engaged in reading and writing text

• Identify 2-3 items you need additional 

clarification about. What are your questions?

• Synthesize your notes to prepare for a short 

but thoughtful discussion at your table about 

classroom structures that support the CCSS
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HPLC Rubric Table Discussion (10 min.)

• Select a discussion leader whose job it is to 
keep the conversation focused and provide 
space for all voices to be heard

• Select a note-taker to compile key points and 
questions for the group

• Select a spokesperson who will share with the 
larger group one key point about classroom 
structures articulated in Level 2 of the HPLC 
rubric that support the CCSS
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CCSS: A SPIRALING CURRICULUM

Module 12
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Literature Discussion Groups

• Get out your literary and informational text 

standards

• Revisit Calkins 4th grade video and view the 5th

grade video

• Look at 4th and 5th grade standards

• Discuss how instruction had to change to 

bring this about
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CCSS SHIFTS

Module 13
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HPLC 

Engagement 

goal:

Facilitating 

change to 

cause all 

students to 

engage in 

reading and 

writing text at 

least 75% of 

the time 

devoted to 

reading and 

writing 

instruction.
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What shifts have to happen?

• How do we shift students’, teachers’, and leaders’ 

understandings, expectations, and behavior/actions 

so that we have highly engaged readers, writers, and 

researchers doing purpose-filled, meaningful work 

consistent with what is set forth in the CCSS’s? 

• What shifts will students in grades 3-5 have to make? 

• What shifts will teachers have to make? 

• What shifts will principals, curriculum specialists, and 

district leaders have to make? 
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Building Engaged Classrooms

Students Teachers Leaders

Shifts in 

Understandings

Shifts in 

Expectations

Shifts in Behavior

What shifts have to happen?
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Resources

• Pinnell, G., Fountas, I., (2007). The Continuum of Literacy Learning Grades 
K-8. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 

• Wiggins, G., & McTighe, J., (2005). Understanding by Design. Alexandria, 
VA: ASCD.

• Calkins, L., Ehrenworth, M., (2010). Tackling Complex Texts:  Historical 
Fiction in Book Clubs (from Units of Study for Teaching Reading Grades 3-
5). Portsmouth, NH:  Heinemann.

• Common Core Curriculum Maps English Language Arts K-5. (2012) San 
Francisco, CA:  Jossey-Bass

• Calkins, Lucy, (2011). A Curricular Plan for The Reading Workshop Grade 4. 
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann

• Young, Dunham, Brown, Chapman, Crawford, Hunnicutt & Manning, 
(2012).  HPLC Implementation Rubric

• Meek, M. (1987). How Tests Teach What Readers Learn.  Woodchester, 
Stroud, Glos. Thimble Press
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Resources

• www.readingandwritingproject.com/

• AUSSIE, NYCDOE Secondary Pilot, (2012). Common Core State 

Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in 

History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects

• Williams, J., Homan, C., and Swofford, S., (2011). Supporting 

Students in a Time of Core Standards, Urbana, Illinois. NCTE.
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Thinking, conversation, and exit slip

• What ideas, resources, and concepts from 

these three days do you feel will be most 

important to take back to share with others on 

your DIT? In other words, what are the things 

you feel most strongly about? 
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Contact information for presenters

• Jennifer Brown: jengirl1961@gmail.com

• Marie Crawford: mariecrawford51@gmail.com

• Jennifer Young: youngjey@gmail.com
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Certificates (You made it!)

“I am always doing “I am always doing “I am always doing “I am always doing 

that which I cannot that which I cannot that which I cannot that which I cannot 

do, in order that I do, in order that I do, in order that I do, in order that I 

may learn how to do may learn how to do may learn how to do may learn how to do 

it."it."it."it."

----Pablo Pablo Pablo Pablo PicassoPicassoPicassoPicasso
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